Welcome to Allianz X
Type something

I am travelling by plane
From Munich airport take either of the suburban trains S8 or S1 to Donnersbergerbrücke station, change here.
Take bus 53 (MetroBus | every 10 mins) to Aidenbachstraße, get off at Ridlerstraße (6 stops).
After walking approx. 70 meters in the direction of travel you arrive at Ganghoferstraße 66 e.
* Duration: 56 min

I am travelling by train
From Munich Hauptbahnhof or Ostbahnhof, take subway U4/U5 to Westend/Laimer Platz (every 5 mins), get
off at Schwanthalerhöhe, change via exit „Ganghoferstraße“.
Take bus 53 (MetroBus | every 10 mins) to Aidenbachstraße, get off at Ridlerstraße (1 stop) or walk for about
500 meters.
After walking approx. 70 meters in the direction of travel you arrive at Ganghoferstraße 66 e.
* Duration: 12 mins from Hauptbahnhof / 17 mins from Ostbahnhof

I am travelling by car
Our office is located in the western part of Munich near Mittlerer Ring (R2 – Garmischer Straße/Trappentreutunnel).
Coming from the south
Leave Mittlerer Ring at exit Westend/Heimeranplatz.
Go on driving parallel to Mittlerer Ring until you reach the crossroads Ridlerstraße.
Turn right into Ridlerstraße.
Park & Ride at Heimeranplatz (1,50 € per day combined with a short-distance public transportation ticket)
Garmischer Straße 19, 81373 München (approach Allianz X within 600 meters walking distance)
Go on until you reach Ganghoferstraße.
Turn right again. You can park on Ganghoferstraße.
After approx. 70 meters you arrive at Allianz X GmbH.
Coming from the north
Leave Mittlerer Ring at exit Laim/Heimeranplatz.
Turn around at the crossroads and take Garmischer Straße until you reach the crossroads Ridlerstraße.
Turn right into Ridlerstraße.
Park & Ride at Heimeranplatz (1,50 € per day combined with a short-distance public transportation ticket)
Garmischer Straße 19, 81373 München (approach Allianz X within 600 meters walking distance)
Go on until you reach Ganghoferstraße.
Turn right again. You can park on Ganghoferstraße.
After approx. 70 meters you arrive at Allianz X GmbH.
See the included maps for more information. Please feel free to contact us for assistance.
Allianz X GmbH ----- Ganghoferstr. 66e 80339 München

General Questions --- hello@allianzx.com

089.76996340
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